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In this paper, we investigate the frequency spectra of fluids (or fluid-like disordered materials) 
composed of particles with embedded harmonic oscillators. The general treatment is particularized 
at the low density limit, and a working scheme to add corrections to the mean spherical 
approximation for arbitrary density is introduced. A detailed comparison with an exactly solvable 
model in one dimension is also presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It has been known for a decade that dynamic properties 
of fluids can be obtained from classical statistical mechanics 
of fluids at equilibrium. This became apparent when the 
quantized fluid of polarizable particles was solved indepen
dently by HS1Syeand Stell! and by Thompson, Schweitzer, and 
Chandler2 in the mean spherical approxinlation (MSA). The 
quantization was restricted to the fluctuating dipole ino
ments. In the model with fluctuating dipole moments intro
duced and solved by Prate and by HQ$ye and Stell4 in the 
MSA for the classical case, one assumes that each particle 
has a dipole moment that fluctuates in a harmonic oscillator 
potential. Between dipole moments in different particles, one 
then has the usual dipole-dipole interaction. The abovemen
tioned solution of the quantum-mechanical problem was per
formed by utilizing the path integral formalism described by 
Feymann and Hibbs.5 Using this formalism, it was noted that 
the quantum problem was equivalent to a classical polymer 
problem (i.e., polymer rings of length f3 in the direction of 
imaginary time dimension). Then this polymer problem can 
be solved in the MSA. 

By solving the quantum problem, it became clear that 
dynamical information was also at hand. Thus frequency 
spectra of disordered systems of coupled harmonic oscilla
tors could be obtained and were found by HQ$ye and 
Olaussen6 and Chandler, Schweitzer, and Wolynes.7 Later, 
several similar disordered or fluid-like systems have been 
investigated, and the method has been extended to the deter
mination of energy bands formed in these systems due to 
coupling of atomic orbitals.8,9 This generalizes the well
known fonnation of energy bands in regular crystals. The 
problem of atomic orbitals with couplings can be related to a 
harmonic oscillator problem that can be represented by the 
same type of matrices whose eigenvalues are sought for. 
Clearly, the matrix problem can be solved for each frequency 
or eigenvalue separately. In this respect, the quantum prob
lem somehow is removed. This should not be surprising as 
harmonic oscillator eigenfrequencies do not depend on quan
tization. The matrix problem can now be represented by the 
classical partition function of coupled harmonic oscillators 
for each frequency separately.1O Although this points out 
more clearly that different frequencies can be treated inde-

pendently, it represents nothing but the original quantum 
path integral partition function if one restricts it to a 
quenched situation, i.e., the positions of particles are fixed in 
space. Fourier transformation in imaginary time as per
formed by the MSA then splits the latter problem in indepen
dent imaginary frequencies. Nevertheless, it should be noted 
that this decoupling will disregard the effect of induced dis
persion forces upon spatial correlations. In principle, the de
coupled problems could also be treated as annealed systems 
too. However, the latter will not make sense since different 
frequencies would then yield different eqUilibrium configu
rations. This is not possible for one given system in a specific 
thermodynamic state. In the MSA, this was not at issue, but 
by looking for corrections to the MSA, this distinction be
comes relevant. 

The notion that each frequency can be regarded sepa
rately as an eqUilibrium problem was also used by H6ye and 
Stell in their approach to the MSA solution of the refractive 
index of a polarizable fluid. 11 HQ$ye and Lomba performed 
numerical evaluations in this context, and computed complex 
dielectric constants and time dependent correlation 
functions. 12 

Later works that go beyond the MSA have been per
formed. Such approaches may be denoted as nonlinear theo
ries, since the corresponding direct correlation function will 
no longer be just linear in the interaction outside the hard 
cores. In this context, Chen and Stratt have employed the 
EXP approximation. 1o They consider continuum fluids and 
obtain improved results in the low density limit. One must 
attribute this improvement to the fact that the EXP approxi
mation appropriately incorporates the second virial coeffi
cient (disregarding quenched positions). Compared with 
computer simulations,13 the frequency spectrum then has a 
more correct form with a kink at the single oscillator fre
quency, whereas the MSA results have this feature smoothed 
out. The kink, we think, is the result of taking into account 
the eigenfrequencies of a pair of particles (coupled oscilla
tors) at different separations. At large separations, the fre
quencies will then cluster around the single oscillator fre
quency giving the sharp maximum in the spectrum. This is 
verified by the low density analysis performed by Gibbons 
et at. 14 and Bush et at. 15 

Recently, Wan and Stratt have also performed graph ex-
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pansions and obtained improved results for instantaneous 
normal modes of liquids.16 In the present work, we will con
tinue along this line to obtain a correction to the MSA in a 
systematic approximation. 

The rest of the paper can be sketched as follows: In Sec. 
II, we introduce our theoretical treatment. Its low density 
limit is considered in Sec. III, and corrections for arbitrary 
density are taken into account in Sec. IV. Then, Sec. V is 
devoted to a detailed comparison with a exactly solvable 
case of a one-dimensional lattice system. Finally, some re
marks concerning the general treatment of the continuum 
case can be found in Sec. VI. 

II. THEORY 

Our system consists of particles that form a fluid (or 
fluid-like disordered system). The particles contain embed
ded harmonic oscillators that for instance may represent fluc
tuating dipole moments. For simplicity, one single oscillator 
is assumed to be present in each particle, but several may be 
included without changing the formalism. Between each pair 
of oscillators, there is a pair interaction of the form 

(2.1) 

where S I (i = 1,2) are the coordinates of the internal motions 
of the oscillators and r is their spatial separation. Each single 
oscillator has an eigenfrequency Wo and is tied to its center 
by a force M W6, where M is the reduced mass. In general, 
the coordinates S I can be vectors SI' and <PC r) can be a ma
trix. 

To obtain our results, we use the y ordering as a basis to 
select graphs to perturb the MSA. y is the inverse range of 
the perturbing interaction and can be used as a perturbing 
parameter. I? The reference system is then usually hard 
spheres in the continuum case or forbidden multiple occu
pancy in the lattice gas (or spin system) case. In the mean 
field limit y~O, well-established results such as the van der 
Waals equation of state are obtained. The MSA turns out to 
be the same as the first y-ordered correction to mean field 
theory, where the perturbing potential inside the hard core is 
chosen such that the exact core condition on the pair corre
lation function is preserved. 

To consider higher orders in y, we utilize the expressions 
found by H16ye and Olaussen in the investigation of the two
dimensional Coulomb gas.18 Their investigation verified the 
results obtained by Kosterlitz and Thouless on the special 
kind of phase transition that occurs in this system.19 

A special feature of terms dealt with in Ref. 18 is that 
they can be identified with chemical association, i.e., ions 
bind into neutral dipolar pairs due to the strong ionic forces, 
and an equation of chemical equilibrium appears. In the 
present instance, this turns out to be a convenient feature too, 
although pairing when compared to ionic systems should be 
of less importance. Besides, the second virial coefficient will 
be included exactly. Its inclusion would have given rise to a 
divergence had it not been for the resummation that yields 
chemical association. The reason for divergence lies in the 
interaction (2.1) that is unbounded since S i is not limited 

either. Then its exponential can always outweigh the 
constant X S2 term in the chemical potential. The latter term 
is the binding potential of each oscillator. 

In order to deal with the oscillator configurations, we, as 
usual, employ the trick of regarding different oscillator states 
to represent different species of a mixture, as originally in
troduced by Onsager.20 The expressions of Ref. 18, which 
beyond the MSA only are valid at low density, will be estab
lished below. Later we will make modifications to extend 
them to arbitrary density. 

In general, the chain bond can be defined such that its 
Fourier transform ~k) in terms of hypervertices fL(k) and 
potential bonds v(k) can be written 

"'. __ ) v(k) 
~ik = 1- fL(k)V(k) , (2.2) 

where for a mixture, these quantities are matrices with ele
ments 0!j( k ), etc. The potential bond v (k) in terms of the 
interaction (outside the hard cores) is given by 

v ij(r)~ - f3<pi/r)~- <PSll(S2/r)~ - <PS
1
S

2
(r). (2.3) 

siK~Si (i=1,2) are here the Fourier transform variables of 
S i· along the polymer chains, such that the f3 factor drops 

p 

out. (p denotes the discretized position along the chain.) This 
is balanced by a similar compensation in Eq. (2.11) below. 

The hypervertexji(k) contains first of all the simple P 
vertex which in cases such as the present one, where the 
average interaction is zero, will yield simple chain bonds that 
can be used in higher order graphs, but ji can also be ex
tended to contain all allowed graphs, such that the full pair 
correlation functionh(r) can be written(in matrix notation) 
as 

2- -_ jiCk) 
p+p h(k)-l-fL(k)v(k) =fL(k)+fL(k)~k)ji(k). (2.4) 

In Ref. 18, attention is focused on ji(k), and it is approxi
mated by 

f-LI/r) = POiOij+ PiP/ij(r) 

with 

fl j ( r) = exp('{f'ij) - &7/j :- 1 [ Wij = /ifij( r)]. 

(2.5) 

Here POi denotes the total density, while Pi denotes the den
sity of free particles of species i not bound into pairs: By the 
y ordering, the lowest power when expanding fij(r), Cfj 
represents the next order beyond MSA. Higher powers in '&fj 
are then included to account for the second virial coefficient 
correctly. In the case of ionic systems, where forces are 
strong, this is important for the association into pairs. Now 
there will be an equation of chemical eqUilibrium 

POi=Pi+ ~ PiPjKij 
j 

with the constant of chemical eqUilibrium 

K··= f [exp(w,.)-!.. ~.- W. .. -l]dr IJ IJ 2 IJ IJ • 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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[Note thatfi/r) is the derivative of the integrand above with 
respect to 'iff'lj.J The internal energy (not including kinetic 
energy) U per volume unit is now obtained via the pair cor
relation function (2.4). Using Fourier transformed quantities 
and inserting Eq. (2.5), one obtains 

1 1 f fi,(k)v(k) 
- f3 U=2 (21T)d Tr 1- fi,(k)v(k) 

1 
=2" 2: POi[~i(O)-Uii(O)J 

+~ 2: PiPlf fij(r)'tf'ij(r)dr. 
i} 

(2.8) 

Integration of this with respect to 13 can be performed ana
lytically to obtain the Helmholtz free energy utilizing the 
relations above. 18 This quantity nonetheless will not be 
needed here and we omit its derivation. Differentiation of the 
free energy with respect to POi then yields the chemical po
tential f.Li as 

(2.9) 

Note that here Pi not POi occurs in the ideal gas logarithmic 
term. 

By application of the above expressions to the embedded 
harmonic oscillators, the subscripts i and j will be the har
monic oscillator coordinates si (i= 1,2). The S dependence of 
the chemical potential is now determined by the harmonic 
oscillator potential at zero frequency plus its modification at 
nonzero frequency. Thus in accordance with the path integral 
method, we havel 

f3f.Ls= - &a(K2 +fi,2w~)s2+constant (2.10) 

with a=Mlfi,2, and K is the imaginary frequency, such that 
K2= _fi,2w2

, and it is furthermore the Fourier transform vari
able in imaginary time along the periodic polymer chain- of 
length 13. Expression (2.10) inserted in Eq. (2.9) then yields 
for the density distribution of "free" particles 

Ps=B exp( - tas2
), (2.11) 

where B is some constant, while 

a= a(K2+fi,2w~) - (g:'(0) - u(O». 

There is no 13 factor in a in accordance with the comment 
below Eq. (2.3). g'(0) and u(O) follow from the correspon
dences 

uij(r)-+u(r)sls2, ~~j(r)-+ ~rJsIs2' (2.12) 

where the form of ~j( r) follows from the form of u ij( r) via 
Eq. (2.2). Here one can note that the use of Ps instead of POs 
has the effect that the explicit appearance of the second virial 
coefficient for f.Ls does not show up in the exponent of Eq. 
(2.11). [Instead it comes forth via Kij of Eqs. (2.6) and 
(2.7).] Its appearance would have resulted in a divergence, as 
mentioned earlier, due to the interaction (2.1). This diver
gence is present in the treatment of Ref. 10, but expanding it 
off the exponent in Eq. (2.11) will tame it such that it does 
not outweigh the S2 term for large s. 

By use of Eq. (2.8), we can now establish an expression 
for the internal energy from the perturbing interactions. We 
get for each value of K, 

f3U K= !ERKcK(O) - p2D K], (2.13) 

where 

(2.14) 

and 

p2DK= J PS
1
PS

2
[ d(vr ) -U-l]U dS 1 dS 2 dr (2.15) 

with U=slszli?(r). Compared with Eq. (2.8), we here have 
introduced a correlation factor G( r). The purpose of this 
factor is to quench the particle positions such that their po
sitions are the same for all frequencies as discussed in the 
Introduction. G(r) thus corresponds to the Boltzmann factor 
from a repulsive potential that will cancel induced correla
tions. G(r) is 

f Ps ps?evds! dS2 a 

G(r) f p~JP-s2dsl dS
2 

=[a2- ~(r)]l/2 (2.16) 

with Eq. (2.11) inserted for Ps' Likewise, DK in Eq. (2.15) is 
found to be 

DK=DIK-D2K 

with 

f ~(r) D 2K= ----;;r-dr. (2.17) 

Note that G(r) has the interesting effect that it removes the 
square root from D 1 K by which the frequencies for a pair of 
particles can come out sharply for low density as we will see 
later. 

To determine thermodynamics and frequency spectrum, 
we will need the full internal energy and then also R K . 

Therefore we substitute POs in Eq. (2.14) by use of the equa
tion of chemical equilibrium (2.6) to get [U=sls21f'(r)] 

RK=J Pss2ds+ J pSIPslr[G~:)-~u2-V-l] 
(2.18) 

Use of Eq. (2.11) and use of partial integration in the last 
integral noting that 

PSIS! = ~(1la)apS/aSl 

then yields 

_1 2 
R K -- (Po+p D K ) 

a 
(2.19) 

with DK as given by Eqs. (2.15) and (2.17). Furthermore, pis 
the density of "free" particles and Po is total density [with B 
in Eq. (2.11) suitably adjusted] given by 

p= f Ps ds 
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(2.20) 

with 

K S1S2 =[ G~:) -~ v 2
-v -1 ]. 

Note that with definition (2.16) for G(r), only the v 2 term 
will contribute in Eq. (2.20). Hence this term seems some
what odd, and due to its effect on the frequency spectrum, 
we find reasons to modify it later. 

Our method to find the frequency spectrum was estab
lished by H6ye and Olaussen in Ref. 6, where it was shown 
that the internal energy can be uniquely decomposed into 
that of a set of harmonic oscillators. We then will need the 
energy UR of the reference path integral quantum system. 
This is the system with density distribution (2.11), but with 
interaction (2.1) switched off. With RK defined by Eq. (2.14), 
this is found to bel 

(2.21) 

where K = 2 'TT'n/f3 with n integer. These values of the Fourier 
variable K are determined by the length 13 of the periodic 
polymers. To Eq. (2.21), we add the excess internal energy 
UE due to the interaction (2.1). This is just expression (2.13) 
when summed over K, 

f3UE=f3L UK=~ L [R KcK(0)-p2D K]. (2.22) 
K ~ K 

Adding both contributions, the total energy per unit volume 
U is found to be 

f3U= f3( UR + UE
) 

1 
='2 L {po+[a(K2+h2 w2)+CK(0)]R K 

K 

-2aK2RK -p2D K } 

= ~ [~(po+aRK-p2DK)-aK2RK] 

(2.23) 

where Eqs. (2.11) [CK(O)=V(O)-W(O)], (2.18), and (2.19) 
have been used. 

One can note the simple form and consistency of the 
energy (2.23). The classicallirnit is easily recovered when 
13-+0, by which the sum reduces to K=O as the only term, 
whereby R K does not contribute, and the energy per particle 
(oscillator) becomes U/Po=kT. Furthermore, Eq. (2.23) de
composes into harmonic oscillator contributions, and this 
means that R K determines the frequency spectrum. Conse
quently, result (2.23) is also consistent with the more com
mon procedure of determining the energy or frequency spec
trum from the Green's function. 

From Eq. (2.23), the frequency spectrum g(m2) can be 
determined as follows:6 

2 
m 2 2 

K2+m2 gem )d(m ) 

(2.24) 

with 

or 

(2.25) 

where one puts K2= -m2+iy(y-+0+), i.e., K is imaginary. 
The frequency w is given by 

m=hw (2.26) 

[compared with the reference, g(m2) is here redefined, i.e., 
g-+m2g]. From Eq. (2.24), it follows that g(m2) is normal
ized in such a way that 

(2.27) 

III. LOW DENSITY LIMIT 

We will now investigate the properties of the spectrum in 
the low density limit, with the second virial coefficient in
cluded, to see how the exact answer comes out. From Eq. 
(2.2), we then have [,u(k)=po+"'] by inserting the forms 
(2.12) and using Eqs. (2.14), (2.18), and (2.19) 

~tk)=v(k) +v(k)RKv(k) + ... , 

CK(O)=V(O)-g:-~O)=-:o f v 2(r)dr. (3.1) 

From Eq. (2.17), we find [g:'{r)=v(r)+"'] 

_1 f 2 _ 1 D?K------r v dr--- CK(O), 
- a- poa 

(3.2) 

where v=u(r). Thus Eq. (2.19) becomes, using Eqs. (2.11) 
and (2.14) (Po-+p) 

(3.3) 

with ao=(]"(K2+h2w5). Since a-+ao as p-+O, CK(O) almost 
cancels out in the first term. For computation of thermody
namic quantities, the difference between ao and a in Eq. 
(3.3) is not significant since C KeO) or D2K are perturbing 
terms. However, for the frequency spectrum, this difference 
is more important and details of the spectra are sensitive to 
small changes in these quantities. ao alone will yield the 
sharp frequency woo When doing the MSA, Ck(O) in the 
denominator will broaden the sharp frequency into a 
rounded off peak of width =JP. Also for imaginary K that 
determines frequencies, C KeD) will grow into the magnitude 
of ao by which the difference a - ao will no longer be neg
ligible. This has the effect that by including Ck(O) in the 
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numerator, the frequency spectrum will get a negative part at 
the ends of the rounded peak. Negative values are of course 
unphysical, but correctly make the effective width close to 
zero, since for p---,O, the proper width will be taken care of 
by the frequencies of the D 1 K term which we will identify 
below. Then to sharpen up the peak more properly, the C K(O) 
term in the numerator can be expanded to first order, by 
which the two CK(O) terms cancel. By that, 

P p2 
RK=- +-D1K , 

ao ao 
(3.4) 

using a-ao in the perturbing last term. Inserting expression 
(3.2) for D 1K, one can expand in partial fractions to obtain 

p 2f [1 (1 1)· 1] R K=- +p - --+-- -- dr. 
ao 2 ao-v ao+v ao 

(3.5) 

This result is easily interpreted in relation to the single os
cillator frequency from the first term, while the ao ± v terms 
in the integrand are the frequencies from coupled pairs of 
oscillators at varying separation. These oscillator pairs of 
course reduce the density of single oscillators, and this is 
taken care of by the last term. With ao given below Eq. (3.3), 
these pairs of oscillators will have frequencies 

1 
w2=w~± M vCr) (an 2=M). (3.6) 

Thus we have recovered the exact result at low densities. 
Note that this is crucially dependent on the introduction of 
the "quenching" factor G(r) in Eq. (2.15) when treating 
each frequency separately. Since the function G(r) is not a 
constant, it may bring out some inconsistency, but this pos
sibility will be disregarded. As mentioned in the Introduc
tion, the low density result was already derived by Gibbons 
et al. 14 and Bush et al. 15 

IV. CORRECTIONS FOR ARBITRARY DENSITY 

The equations above were derived for low density with 
respect to the perturbing term D K' fij(r) in Eq. (2.5) is a two 
body Boltzmann type term with simple P vertices (disregard
ing that POi is replaced with Pi)' In view of y ordering, this 
can only be valid at low density. At higher density, it is 
necessary to introduce hypervertices that depend on the 
properties of the reference system (unless the latter is an 
ideal gas). For one-component systems, the use of hyperver
tices is well known.17,21 This can be generalized to multi
component systems.22 Certain hypervertices can be directly 
related to the equation of state for the reference system, at 
least as long as they can be regarded as 8functions compared 
with the range of the perturbing interaction. These graphs 
represent n-particle cluster functions whose integrals follow 
from the equation of state (compressibility relations). Due to 
symmetry, vertices with an odd number of root points will 
vanish in the present case, as vertices are integrated along 
with a factor s from each chain bond attached to the vertex. 
In the present instance, the reference system has a density 
distribution Pos''''' Ps that is Gaussian and given by Eq. (2.10. 
(Note that in density expansions, the densities pi'rlps are 
those of the perturbed system.) With interaction (2.1) 

switched off, all particles are in fact identical, and the equa
tion of state will be that of the one-component system. The 
integrated vertices for the multicomponent system can now 
be expressed in terms of the one-component equation of 
state. With Ps given by Eq. (2.11), one then has for a 2n
point vertex22 

(4.1) 

where p and g are the pressure and chemical potential of the 
one component system at density p. The prefactor of Eq. 
(4.1) is the Gaussian average of s2n, and in the low density 
limit, the second factor is the ideal gas result P in accordance 
with our previous results. 

For n=l, we have the simple P vertex as B(f3p)IB(f3g) 
=p, and for n=2, we get (,B=constant) 

B = =~ =[B(,Bg)]-l = [B(,BP)]-l 
4 fL B(f3g) Bp P ap 

(4.2) 

With fL= fL(P), one then obtains further 

aIL 
B6= a,Bg = fL' fL' (4.3) 

etc., or generally 

B2(n+ 1) = B~nfL' 

To simplify, we will use B 4 for all B 2n with n ~2 as this 
term will be the major contribution by y ordering, and any
way, all B2n'S become equal in the low density limit and they 
will all vanish at close packing. With this simplification, we 
now can go through Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7) and (2.15)-(2.20). The 
only resulting change will be that l is then replaced by fL2 in 
the perturbing terms. The original derivations of Eqs. (2.3)
(2.9) will be unchanged as long as fL depends only on den
sity. This is the case for systems with strict hard cores like 
hard spheres. The result (4.2) for B4 [and more generally 
Eqs. (4.3)] can be understood or seen by more direct consid
eration. For a one component fluid, B 2n above will represent 
irreducible n-point vertices. With an interaction of type (2.1), 
whose average with density distribution (2.11) is zero, an 
even number of potential bonds must meet at each root point 
to give a net contribution. Thus, the integrated 2n-point 
function becomes effectively an n-point function (i.e., the 
number of root points will vary between 1 and n). With one 
root point (the simple P vertex), all potential 2n bonds meet 
at the same point. This will give the low density value 
B2n =p, and the prefactor of B2n in Eq. (3.4) is the Gaussian 
average (s2n). For B4 , there also will be graphs with two 
root points that clearly represent the pair correlation function 
of the one-component reference system. At each root point, 
the factor (s2) is produced. The four potential (or chain) 
bonds can pair up in three different combinations. Altogether 
the prefactor 3 (s2f is produced, and with Gaussi-an density 
distribution, this equals (s4). So adding the two contribu
tions, result (4.1) together with Eq. (4.2) must come out. 

Vertices with more that one root point make result (2.19) 
from the partial integration of Eq. (2.18) questionable, as the 
latter will not follow from the former alone. However, a 
compensation will enter the density distribution that follows 
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from Eq. (2.9). Introducing more general density dependent 
vertices instead of the simple Pi vertex in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7), 
one will find a remaining Kij term in the chemical potential 
(2.9) following the derivations of Ref. 18. Hence, we use Eq. 
(2.19) replacing p2 with f.L2. Also as explained in connection 
with Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), the D2K term is further expanded 
into the denominator. Then Eq. (2.19) becomes 

1 2 Z 1 2 
RK=-;; (Po- f.L D ZK+ f.L D 1K)=-;; (Po+ f.L D 1K) (4.4) 

e 

with 

and from Eq. (2.11) 

a=aO+cK(O), ao=a(K2+h2w6), 

CK(O)= - (~O) -v(O». 

ae can now replace a in Eq. (2.11). Consistent with this, D2K 

is taken out of the equations of chemical equilibrium. This 
means removing the v 2 terms of Eqs. (2.15) and (2.20). By 
that, the latter integral of Eq. (2.20) also will be zero, such 
that 

Po=p· (4.5) 

In accordance with this, a of Eqs. (2.16)-(2.17) is also re
placed by ae • 

To summarize our equations to determine frequency 
spectra or theimodynamics (internal energy), we have now, 
fust of all, Eq. (4.4) with Eq. (4.5) i~serted, so we can write 

_ 1 2 
RK-- (p+ f.L D 1K) 

at! 
(4.6) 

with at! given by Eq. (4.4) and DZK and DIK given by Eq. 
(2.17), or Eq. (6.1) for the continuum case. As mentioned 
above, the two-point vertex function f.L is obtained from the 
equation of state of the reference system via Eq. (4.2) as long 
as its extension can be regarded as a ,5 function. Otherwise, 
one should replace it with the appropriate pair-correlation 
function (added to the simple P vertex) connecting its root 
points by four W bonds in the ways possible. This will give 
a more complicated numerical problem and we will not go 
into it here. With R K at hand, the internal energy is then 
given by Eq. (2.23), and if the chain bond W(r) is replaced 
by its MSA value, then no more equations are needed and 
numerical solution should be straightforward. 

However, if perturbed values of W'(r) in accordance with 
Eqs. (2.2)-(2.6) are considered, then the numerical problem 
becomes more involved, especially if the core condition 
h(r)=O (for the SlS2 component of the pair correlation func
tion) is imposed by adjusting vCr) inside the core. The solu
tion of the latter problem is not yet obvious. For example, 
H6ye and Lomba encountered numerical instabilities beyond 
a certain density and below a certain temperature in a related 
problem for electrolytes.23 Anyway, we may write down the 
appropriate equations for the correlation function; Equation 
(2.5) becomes 

(4.7) 

[V=Sls2~tr)]. The factor G(r) is mtroduced as done in Eq. 
(2.15.).] At the vertices, Eq. (4.7) is multiplied with SlS2 and 
integrated to give 

- (k) - R + 2 . (9 \ " \ ikrd f [ 
r:Pf r) 'IJ'f r)] 

f.L - K P 2_ ~ --z e r 
a e '" (r) at! 

(4.8) 

using Eqs. (2.14)-(2.17). To determine W(r) or her), this is 
to be used along with Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) with vCr) and 
$f'(r) as defined by Eq. (2.12). (That is, the form of these 
equations is unchanged except that now iJ(k) and E(k) are 
no longer matrices.) 

V. COMPARISON WITH AN EXACTLY SOLVABLE 
CASE 

Hubner, H~ye, and Olaussen studied an exactly solvable 
model in one dimension,24 and the MSA solution was com
pared with the exact one. The model consisted of harmonic 
oscillators randomly located on a one dimensional lattice 
with nearest neighbor interactions. When referring to the 
equations of Ref. 24, we will precede them by the numeral 1. 

For cells of unit length, one from Eqs. (I3.9), (14.3), or 
(I4.5) finds for .the nearest neighbor interaction 

E 

v(r)---+v(± 1)= 2a ' (5.1) 

where lIa==Mw5 (M=mr of the reference). E measures the 
relative strength of interaction and is limited to lEI",;; 1 to have 
stability. By use of Eq; (:3.5), the exact result will be recov
ered in the low density limit as is easily verified. First Eq. 
(3.6) yields the pair of frequencies 

(5.2) 

which are precisely the two eigenfrequencies of a pair of 
particles [e.g., see Eq. (I3.14)]. For the integral in Eq. (3.5), 
we now obtain a sum and we get . 

1 [1' I] RK=p(I-2p) - +p2 _ (+1) + + (+1) . 
ao ao v - ao v_ 

(5.3) 

Here the first term represents single oscillators, while the 
latter two represent pairs of oscillator s. Their densities co
incide with the exact ones to second power in p, as from Eq. 
(13.17), one has p(1-pf=p(l-2p+"') and 
l(1_p)2=p2+ ... . To the extent RK is exact, the internal 
energy (2.23) will be exact too. 

From graph analysis. we expect our result to be exact to 
the power i since graphs with up to four potential bonds are 
included in full for arbitrary density, i.e., this should hold for 
thermodynamic quantities such as the internal energy that 
can be expanded in powers of tl-. However, the frequency 
spectrum cannot be expanded in this way, especially when 
the exact. one is discrete. In the Appendix, we perform an 
expansion of the internal energy to the power E4 and we find 
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full agreement with the exact result for T=O comparing Eqs. 
(A13) and (A20). This comparison can also be extended to 
arbitrary T by considering R K • A comparison of Eq. (A14) 
with Eq. (A23) then shows agreement to the power E4 when 
Eq. (A16) is inserted. 

To compare for arbitrary E, some numerical work will be 
required. E is limited to I e\:so; 1 due to stability (i.e., for I e\ = 1 
the lowest eigenfrequency is w=O). For the extreme case of 
E=l, the exact and MSA internal energies per particle are 
then compared in Figs. 1 and 2 of Ref. 24. Their small dif
ference is plotted in Fig. 2 of Ref. 24. For small densities, the 
limiting form (5.3) yields the exact result as explained be
fore. The correction to the MSA solution is then close to Eq. 
(A20) {i.e., replacing 5E411024 with ~1- E/2 + ~l + El2 
- E2116 = 5E411024 + ... makes Eq. (A20) exact for 
small p [see Eq. (15.1O)]). For larger p, Eq. (A20) will devi
ate further from the exact result, mainly because g"(r) will 
differ more from v(r). Now we want to take this into ac
count utilizing the MSA value for the chain bond ~ r) , 
which then also is the MSA pair correlation function her), 
i.e., Eq. (2.4) with simple p vertices. With form (2.12), the p 
vertices give factors R K' The core condition and nearest 
neighbor interaction implies that 

r(n)=RKa1nl , (5.4) 

where f(k)=RK+Rk~k) [g'(0) =0]. [Note a in Eq. (5.4) 
is a different quantity than the one defined by Eq. (2.10).] 
This form is verified by Fourier transform oiEq. (5.4), which 
yields the integrand of Eq. (14.8) [W=hK(k)]. This also de
termines u and its relation to the MSA R K, 

p a 2u 
R =-=-~. 

K a € l-a- (5.5) 

[The latter is in accordance with Eq. (14.11) and C K( 0) = C of 
Eq. (14.7).] CK(O) is given by Eq. (A22). Equation (5.4) 
means that 

1 
g"{n)= RK a/n

/ (n::foO), (5.6) 

or 

1 
'3'(n)/a=- O"/n/, (5.7) . p 

which inserted in Eqs. (2.17) yields 

00 (~/p)2 (u/p)2 
DIK=2L l-(~/ )2' D2K=2 l-u2 . (5.8) 

lI=i P 

Equations (5.5) and (5.8) inserted in (4.4) give (Po=p) 

a,,=a[l + p(1- p)2D2KJ 

=aO+cK(O) + p(l- p)2aD2K 

E 
=ao-- p(2-p)u 

a 

with 

E 
a=ao-- u. 

IX 

(5.9) 

The deviation of RK from its MSA value is then [,u=p(l-p)] 

p [ 1 1] b..RK=Rf(-- =p - (p+,u 2D 1K)--
a ae a 

(5.10) 

with expressions (A22), (4.4), (5.8), and (5.9) inserted. This 
again determines the deviation of the internal energy from its 
MSA value. Numerical integration such as Eq. (A17) with 
Eq. (5.10) inserted yields this deviation per particle b..u at 
T=O. Comparing with Fig. 2 of Ref. 24, the exact slope of 
the curve is recovered as p-.O, in accordance with Eq. (5.3). 
The extreme case E= 1 is considered, and even then, Ll u 
follows the exact result closely and cannot be distinguished 
from it on the figure up to density p=O.4. For higher densi
ties, its magnitUde "is slightly less than the exact value. This 
difference grows to about 1O-4uo in the region p=0.7-0.9; 
while the maximum value of b..u is about 17x 1O-4uo near 
p=0.5 (uo=nwol2). Thus we can conclude that our correc
tion Llu to the MSA result improves it considerably, leading 
to results close to the exact one. 

We will also study some features of the frequency spec
trum that according to Eq. (2.25) is determined by the imagi
nary part of R K' Let us consider then the first term of Eq. 
(4.6). With a in place of a", this would yield the MSA spec
trum (A9) or (I4.23) with q given by (AI). Use of a e given 
by Eq. (5.9) will change this result into one similar to Eq. 
(A9) , except that the denominator p(1_q2) is replaced by 
l(2-p)+(lIp-2)q2. Thus, as discussed in connection with 
Eqs. (3.5) and (5.3), the frequency distribution will be 
sharply peaked at q=O for low density. (Its height will be 
~p-3/2 and its width will be ~p3/2.) But as in the MSA, the 
frequencies are still spread out through the region 
l<p(2-p). The last term of Eq. (4.6) with Eq. (5.8) inserted 
represents a pair of oscillators for each value of n in the sum 
like the last term of Eq. (5.3). However, for n?ii<2. the 
u"/p= I condition cannot be fulfilled for q real. Thus contri
butions for n~2 will be smoothed out inside the MSAregion 
q2<p(2-p), where u is complex and consequently we have 
an imaginary part. For n=l, one finds using Eqs. (5.5) and 
(A22) that (ao= Eq/a)u/p= 1 for q = (1 + 2p 
- p2)/2 > ~p(2-p), and a pair of sharp frequencies out
side the MSA region is obtained. In the continuum case, this 
latter sharp frequency will be smoothed out too due to the 
integral (2.17) for D iK, i.e., frequencies change continuously 
with r. 

VI. CONTINUUM CASE 

As understood from the previous derivations, our equa
tions also hold for the continuum case. However, we left out 
a leading contribution beyond the MSA due to spatial corre
lations between pairs of particles. This, however, can be eas
ily taken care of by incorporating them into Eqs. (2.16) and 
(2.17) for DIK and D 2K• The hypervertex approximation 
studied by H!lSye and Stell contains this contribution.25 Al
ready in Eq. (2.15) a dividing factor G(r) was introduced to 
cancel "induced" correlations. So, clearly to account for cor
relations, the pair distribution function go(r)= 1 +ho(r) for 
the reference system should multiply the eV factor of Eq. 
(2.15). Accordingly, this factor will then also enter the inte-
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grand for DIK in Eq. (2.17). For the ~(r) term of D 1K, this 
contribution will be exact for all p. However, with Eq. (4.6), 
p is modified with the p, factor. In order to preserve Eq. (4.6) 
and still keep the ~(r) term exact, part of it can be trans
ferred to D 2K. With this, we have 

I f12(r) 
D 1K= a2- f?2(r) go(r)dr, 

2 I g"...2( r) 2· 2 
P, D 2K= ~ [p, go(r)-p ho(r)]dr. (6.1) 

With this change, Eq. (4.6) can be used as before to compute 
internal energy and frequency spectra. A similar type of cor
rection to the MSA was also introduced by Winn and Kahl in 
their calculation of optical absorption bands in ftuids.26 How
ever, the p, factor that dampens the effect of pairs for higher 
densities has, to our knowledge, not been present in. earlier 
treatments. 
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APPENDIX 

We want to compare the exact internal energy and our 
approximate internal energy for the exactly solvable one
dimensional model at T=O. With Eq. (14.21), we replace our 
w with 

q=!. (1-~) 
E Wo 

(AI) 

and the internal energy per oscillator becomes 

u=tn(w) 

=uoUI-Eq) 

=u) (1-!. E2(q2) __ 5_ €4(q4)_ ... )) (A2) 
\ 8 128 ' 

where the odd powers vanish due to symmetry. The brackets 
denote averages and uo=nwof2. For a segment consisting of 
n units, the exact frequencies are given by Eq. (15.1) 

q=COS(n~l 1T), k=l,2, ... ,n. (A3) 

The number P n of segments of n units is given by Eq. 
(13.17) (N is the number of available positions) 

Pn=Np(l- p)2pn-l. (A4) 

From these equations, one obtains Eq. (15.4) 

(q2)=tp. (A5) 

To obtain (q4)ex, we first note that 

for m even and O<m<2(n+ 1). Thus for n;;"l, 

1 1 
=16 (-1-4+6n-4-l)=8 (3n-5). (A6) 

Altogether by use of Eqs. (A4) and (A6), we obtain (Cl=O) 

'" 1 
(q4)ex=(1_p)2~ pn-l Cn =8 p(1 +2p). 

n=2 

(A7) 

Inserted in Eq. (A2), this yields for the exact result 

--[ 1 2 5 4 1 Uex-U-Uo I-16 E P-I024 E p(I+2p)+'" . 

(A8) 

The corresponding MSA result is obtained by use of the 
frequency distribution (14.23) 

A 1 ~p(2_p)_q2 
g(q)= 1Tp l-q2 

I g(q)dq= 1. (A9) 

Use of Eq. (A9) will also give the result (A5). To obtain (q4), 
this can be utilized 

(q4)MSA= I q4g(q)dq 

= I [q2(q2_1 )+q2]g(q)dq 

= __ 1 I q2[p(2_p)_q2] 112dq+!. p. 1Tp . 2 (AlO) 

The last integral is integrated by substitution of q 
= ~ p( 2 - p) sin </>, and we find 

(q4)MSA= - kp(2- p)2+ tP= kp2(4- p), (All) 

which yields the MSA result 

_ [ 12 5 42 ] UMSA-UO 1-16 E P-I024 E P (4-p)+'" . 

(AI2) 

For the difference between Eqs. (A8) and (AI2), we obtain 
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To find our correction to the MSA result, one goes back to 
Eq. (4.6) or Eq. (2.19). For small E, this correction reduces to 
the last term of Eq. (2.19), and by further use of Eqs. (2.17) 
and (5.1), this reduces to 

as ~r)~v(r) and a~ao in this limit. In accordance with 
Eq. (4.6), the p2 factor of Eq. (2.19) has been replaced by the 
factor f.L2. The latter is obtained via the equation of state for 
the ideal lattice gas that forbids multiple occupancy (hard 
cores), but otherwise there is no interaction. Its pressure p is 
given by (with cells of unit volume) 

,8p= -log(l- p) 

from which Eq. (4.2) gives 

[
aCf3P)]-l 

f.L=p ap =p(1-p). 

(A15) 

(A16) 

Together with Eq. (2.23), one then finds for the correction to 
the internal energy per particle (T=O) 

1" ') 1 24 Au=--.L.J aK-ARK--T --Sp(1-p) EhWOC4-15) 
(3p K /3-,r", 

(AI7) 

with 

where x=K/Chwo) has been introduced. ao is given by Eq. 
(4.4). (K=27Tnl,8 with the n integer.) With 

1 J'" dx 1 
I Ig= 27T -co x2+ ~ = 2 Ji ' (AIS) 

one easily finds 

1 ( a)n-I 
Ing= (n-I)! - a~ IIg, 

or (~=1), 

2n+ 1 1 (2n)! 

In+l =-:;;;- In="2 (2nn!)2 ' 

1 135 5 
[ =- . - . - . - =-

4 2 2 4 6 32' 

(AI9) 

which inserted in Eq. (A17) yields (uo=hwof2) 

(A20) 

This is precisely the difference (A13) to order E4. Our cor
rection is thus exact to this order. 

We can also check this correction for arbitrary tempera
ture by expanding R K in powers of E. For the exact solution, 
one will obtain by expansion 

Here 

aex=a(K2+h2 w2) 

= a[K2+h2w~(1- Eq)] 

=ao( 1 __ 1_ Eq) (ah2w~= lIa). 
aoa 

For the MSA solution, one obtains from Eqs. (14.6) and 
(14.13) 

[ ~ ( ) 2] ( ) 2[ () 2 ] 1 € - p( E/ a)2 1 € 1 € 

CK(O)=-~ -ao+ a~-p(2-p) - = =-- - 1 +- p(2-p) - + ... 
2-p a ao+ .Ja6-p(2-p)(€la)2 2 aoa 4 aoa 

1 MSA -R P K 

The difference becomes 

This is precisely correction (A14). 

(A22) 

(A23) 
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